
  

2017 Modified Nationals Qualification Process 

Clarification 

Sept 7
th

, 8
th

 & 9
th

 
Practice Sept 6th 

(rain date Sept 10th) 

 

 A Modified Drivers, please refer to this sheet to explanation of qualifying process. 

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday will be a complete show with Heats, B Mains, and Features. The Top 14 cars in 

passing points will transfer to the A Main for that night and we will redraw the top 10.  Depending on car count 

we will either take 5 cars from (2) B mains,  4 cars from (3) B Mains, or 3 cars from (4) B mains. B Mains 

will be one lap per car. Max of 16 cars per B Main.   

 
 

 B Modified Drivers: please refer to this sheet to explanation of qualifying process. 

  B Mod Drivers will run (2) Heat races Thursday night and (2) Heat Races Friday night. Your starts will be random 

depending on your draw but you will start one heat near the front and one near the back and two near mid pack. 

Passing and position points will be awarded for each heat and we will take your best three heats to establish your 

point total. Based on your point total we will take the top 15 cars in points to Saturdays A main. All other cars will 

line up in one of (5) 18 Lap B Mains. The top 3 in each of the 5 B Mains will transfer to the $10,000.00 to win A 

Main.  6
th

 Through 10
th

 will transfer to the $2000.00 to win Non-Qualifer race and 11
th

 through 15
th

 will transfer to 

the $1000.00 to win Non-Qualifier race. 

 

 There will be a Hot Lap session for the 20 cars qualified in B Mod directly after the  B Main races.  

 

 There will be a driver introduction ceremony for the A and B Mod Feature Qualified Drivers on Saturday following 

the last Non-Qualifier races.  We will need the Saturday A Main Qualified  drivers in both classes in victory lane 

immediately following the last non-qualifier race.  

 

 

 

 Teching procedure- A Sticker will be provided to each driver at the scale to identify what rule package you want 

to be tech to (IMCA/USRA/Wissota/UMP). This stick must be on the driver side front window pillar. Cars will not be 

required to pass through pre-tech but we encourage all drivers to go over scale and ask any questions you may 

have regarding your legality for the event. It will be the drivers responsibility to make sure the car is legal. If you 

have any questions please ask at the scale. 

 Teching will be intensive so be prepared to spend some time in the teching area following the qualifying nights 

and main events. We will take tire samples from the top 10 cars in both classes each of the 2 qualifying nights. We 

will also take samples from the top 5 in each class after Saturday’s main events. Both the qualifying samples and 

main event samples for the top 5 finishing drivers will be sent for testing to Blue Ridge Labs and both must pass to 

be awarded the position and pay. 

 

 

Good Luck and have fun! 


